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0. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
A Laguerre transform will be exhibited which maps both functions in 
L2( - x1, x) and finite signed measures into two-sided square summable 
sequences, extending previous results of Keilson, Nunn, and Sumita [4, 5. 
141. The norm natural to the associated Hilbert space will be shown to 
provide a theoretically simple and numerically quantifiable measure for the 
distance between two probability distributions. A practical tool for measur- 
ing the convergence of iterative procedures. and a stopping criteria for such 
procedures are thereby obtained. 
In previous papers [4, 5, 143 an algorithmic framework was developed 
for the computer evaluation of repeated combinations of multiple con- 
volutions, differentiation, integration, multiplication by polynomials, and 
other operations on the full real continuum R. The procedure enables one 
to evaluate distributions of interest in engineering, statistics, applied 
probability, and operations research, which have been available only for- 
mally behind the “Laplacian curtain.” The power and precision of the 
procedure have been demonstrated through a variety of applications [4, 5. 
6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15-j. 
The success of the procedure rests in large part on the availability of 
operational properties mapping the continuum operations into Lattice 
operations, and vice versa. The transform based on generalized Fourier 
series employs as a basis the union of the set of Laguerre functions 
I,(x) =e-1!2”L,(x) on the positive continuum, and a complementary set 
for the negative continuum. Here L,(x) is the Laguerre polynomial of 
degree n defined, for example, by Rodrigues’ formula L,(x) = 
(l/n!) e”(d/dx)“(x”e-” ). A brief description of the procedure and notation is 
given in the Appendix. That notation will be employed throughout the 
paper. 
The restriction of the domain of the Laguerre transform to functions in 
L,( - c~j, a) has limited, to some extent, the easy applicability of the 
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method to certain statistical and applied probabilistic problems where the 
fundamental L, character of probability densities is present and the L2 
property is absent. A primary objective of this paper is to demonstrate that 
the direct Laguerre sharp transform f(x) ~1 (fz ): x defined by 
extends the domain of the Laguerre transform method to a space of which 
both L, and Lz are subsets. When f~ L, u L,, the transform f: in (0.1) 
coincides, as we will see, with the original sharp transform, (cf. (A.4) and 
(A.6) in the appendix). For functions not in L,, the Laguerre dagger trans- 
formf(x) t* (ff;)” ic does not exist in I, and the diect Laguerre sharp trans- 
form is needed. We will show that the set of functions Lf wth square sum- 
mable direct Laguerre sharp coeff&zients f R defined in (0.1) constitutes a 
Hilbert space. A useful norm function 11 fi IIf is available on that space 
with the integral representation 
We will call the norm Ilf 11,” the Laguerre sharp norm of f(x). 
Let FJ.u) be the cumulative distribution function for any probability 
measure p on R,. When FJx) is absolutely continuous, one may use (A.6) 
to write 
(0.3) 
It will be seen that such absolute continuity is unnecessary, that the 
Laguerre sharp transform maps every finite measure on R into a square 
summable sequence (PR )? JI, and that there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the probability measures and their sharp transforms. The 
Laguerre sharp norm in this context can then be used as a distance 
between any two probability measures. The norm is a practical tool for 
measuring convergence of iterative procedures and provides a stopping 
criterion for such procedures. 
In Section 1, the direct Laguerre transform is formally introduced. It is 
then shown that the class L# is a Hilbert space and contains both L, and 
L,. The direct Laguerre sharp transform for probability measures ~1 on R is 
discussed in Section 2. The first differences ~/I,(X) of the extended Laguerre 
functions play a key role and some properties of d/z,(x) are derived, 
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including their asymptotic behavior as II + z. It is further shown that 
weak convergence of a sequence of probability measures is equivalent to 
convergence in the Laguerre sharp norm. Finally in Section 3. several 
interesting properties of the Laguerre sharp norm associated with the space 
L$ are derived. In particular. convolution properties of the Laguerre sharp 
norm lead to useful inequalities. 
1. THE L2-NORM li,f'ji AND THE LAGUERRE SHARP NORM II./'Il~ 
The ordinary /,-norm associated with the Laguerre dagger coefficients 
c.fl): x is given by 
(1.1) 
It is well known that the linear function space 
L,= I,~‘(~):R~RIIIJ‘II~<,Y-). (1.2) 
is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(.f; g>+= y .fb)g(.Y)d-Y= i: .f,t,sA. (1.3) 
--sY ,,= I 
In this section we study the function space generated by the direct Laguerre 
sharp coefftcients in a similar manner. The following conventional notation 
is employed: 
L, ={.f(x):R+RIIIJ’I/, -6~); II f’ II , = J‘ / I ./‘(-~I I d.u. (1.4) 
% 
c I a, I < x, . 
,I = x 
(1.5) 
The Laguerre sharp coefficients were originally defined as the first dif- 
ferences of the Laguerre dagger coefficients. Here we begin with an 
independent definition of the direct Laguerre sharp coefftcients. The reason 
will soon be clear. For a function,f(x) with 
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let 
r:=j;, ((ho * f)(x)) h,(s) d*x. (1.6) 
We note that fR as defined is the Laguerre dagger coefficient of 
(h, * -f)(x). It is then natural to define a linear function space L# by 
L:=(f(s):R+RJllf llz”<mi (1.7) 
where 
The relation off ,” in (1.6) to the original definition is given by the follow- 
ing theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. If f e L, u L7, one has 
f)(x)} h,,(s) dsr=jx’ f(x) Ah,,(x) ds 
% 
i.e., the direct Laguerre sharp coqlfficient .f r of ( 1.6) coincides with the 
original definition of (A.6). 
Proof One has 
Since ( h,(x) I d 1, f E L, implies that s E ~, I h,(s - ~1) f( ~9) I dp is finite and 
uniformly bounded. Iff E L,, one again has that [E ~ 1 h,(.u - ~3) f(y) 1 41, is 
finite and uniformly bounded from the Schwa& inequality. One can then 
invoke the Fubini theorem and interchange the integrals in (1.9). to obtain 
f: = j-‘ dy f(y) iK h,(x - J,) h,!(x) d.y. (1.10) 
- % r; 
From (A.3) it is readily seen that h,,(s) = -h .,~ _ ,( -x) so that 
s x h,(.u-y)h,(.x)d.x= ja h,( - w) h,,( J* - w) his = - (h , * h,l)( y). ~ .1. x 
One can show that - (h ~, * h,)(y) = dh,,( y) using (A.8) and the theorem 
follows from (1.10). 1 
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From Theorem 1.1. it is clear that ./‘E L, 3 (,/‘A)E I, 3 (,I,? )E[ 3 
.f‘ E Lf Hence one has 
L, c LP. (I.111 
It should be noted, however, that f~ LK does not necessarily imp1yJ.E L,. 
Indeed we will soon see that L, is also a subset of LT. 
It can be readily seen from ( 1.6) and ( 1.7) that the following theorem 
holds. 
THEOREM 1.2. The lineur space Lp is II Hilbert spuce ,tirh an inner 
product (f, g ) * defined hj, 
(f, s>” = fi’ (VI,, *.f’)(.v,){(h, * g)(s)jds= i ,f,"g;. (1.12) 
- I ,,= -T 
Consequently II f II 2 * in ( 1.8) becomes a norm induced b?, the inner product in 
(1.12). 
We next prove that (L, u L,) c Lz#, the main result of this section. A key 
step in the proof is the demonstration that, whenJ’ E L, u I!,~, the Laguerre 
sharp norm 11 f /I # can be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of f 
via the Plancherel identity [2, 31. This expression provides a useful tool for 
the discussion to follow. For .f‘~ L,, the Fourier transform $,-(z)= 
jYL e”-‘f(x) (1.~ is well defined for all real 1. The Fourier transform of a 
function f E L, can be defined in the following manner (cf. Dym and 
McKean [ 21). 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let CT (R) be the class of rapidly decreasing functions 
differentiable to all order. This set is dense in L, and L2. Hence for any 
.f~ L, one can choose a sequence (f,); of elements of Cp( R) with f as a 
limit point in the L, sense. Since j; E CT(R) c L,, the Fourier transform 
t&$2) = jc x e”-‘j;.(x) d.x exists for all real ;. Since f, E CT(R) implies 
$(.-))fF;(R)i L,, the Fourier transform $,(z) off EL, can be defined by 
z q, 7. ICI&--) h w ere the limit is in the L2 sense. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let .f E L, u L2 so that its Fourier transform $,jz) exists. 
Then 
(b) 1I.f lI2#‘=(1/2Tc)j’, l/‘(;+z’, III/,tz)l% 
(c) 1I.f Il”zGllf Illi Ilfllf ~2llfllI~ 
(d) Ilfll~‘=j~, e P’,21r’r,-(x)d.x-; r,(“)=s”,..f(x-~).f(-y)d?:, 
(e) II.fII”‘=~?, sx I e~“‘~“.~~“,f‘(.~)f’(I’)d.~dl.. 
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ProoJ: We first prove (a). It has been seen in (1.11) that L, c LT. Let 
f~ L, and let g(x) = (h, * f)(x). Since j” r e”-‘h,(x) d,x = &( - iz) = 
(i- iz))’ from (A.8) and since h, EL,, one has tjg(z)= @,(z)/(+- iz). We 
note that f~ L, 3 1 tif(z) ( d II f II,. Hence 
This implies that1 II/,(;) I E L, and from the Plancherel identity, 
llfll:‘= lx g’(r)d.x=+-1;. I&(z)l’d-‘< IIf’llf, (1.14) 
-7z / 
and f EL”. Statements (b) and (c) for f E L, follow immediately from 
(1.13) and (1.14). To establish statements (b) and (c) for f E L,, we note 
that +&z)= $-,(z)/(+- iz) exists, where g(.x) = (h, * .f)(.u), in the sense of 
Definition 1.3. Statement (b) is then immediate from (a) and the Plancherel 
identify. We observe that 0 d ( 1 + 4z2) ~ ’ < 1 for any real :. For .f E L2 one 
then has from (b), 
llc/,.(z)l’dz=4. ll.fll;2, 
% 
proving (c) for f E L,. We next prove statement (d). Since 1 $((?)I = 
I $J -z) I and j,” I e”“e p’1,2”.r’ du= (i+?)‘, one has from (a) and the . 
Plancherel identity, 
Statement (e) follows directly from (d) by changing variables, completing 
the proof. 1 
One advantage of the space Lf over L, is now clear. Consider. for exam- 
ple, a family of gamma densities 
g(x)=-Ix 
x-1 -\I,p,.Y 
r(cl)p’ e ’ 
o<x< 3x, ci, p>o. (1.15) 
Let gl(x) and g2(x) be as in (1.15) with parameters (a,, /I,) and (a,, /I?) 
respectively, where 0 < tx, < f, and + < c(, + az. Since g, $ L,, the Laguerre 
dagger transform is not applicable. The convolution f(x) = (g, * g,)(s), 
however, belongs to L,. One can then evaluate f(s) via the direct Laguerre 
sharp transform regardless of the fact that g, $ L,. Such treatments are 
impossible within the space L,. 
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It may be noted that I j.,,,( - iz) / = / n,,( - ir) 1 for all real integers 111 from 
(A.8). Hence from Theorem 1.4( b ). one has 
for any real integer 112. 
2. THE LAGUERRE SHARP TRANSFORM FOR PROBABILITY MEASURES 
We have seen in Section 1 that L, c LT. i.e., that any integrable function 
and hence any probability density function has a Laguerre sharp transform. 
In this section we extend the transform to a broader family of measures. It 
will be seen, somewhat surprisingly, that any finite signed measure p. 
whether it is absolutely continuous or not, is mapped into (p,y ) Ym / E I, uni- 
quely. The I2 distance of (PR ) ” I is then a practical numerical tool for 
measuring the convergence of a sequence of such probability measures. The 
discussion will be confined basically to probability measures, but the reader 
will see without difficulty that the results are valid for any finite signed 
measures. 
The first differences dh,,(.u) of the extended Laguerre functions play a key 
role in the development. It will be seen in Theorem 2.4 that for any real r 
the sequence (d/z,(z))” I. is the sharp transform of the probability measure 
with unit mass at r. From the structure of its generating function (A.l) and 
the convolution property (A.lO) it will be seen correspondingly that 
(d/z,!(~)): % are the coefftcients in a shift transformation of operational and 
theoretical importance. 
We first establish certain properties of dh,(.r) of independent interest. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(a) Ah,,(.u) = Ah -,,( -x), - CC <s < ‘x’, all real integers n, 
(b) (Ah,Jr))Z,EI, and x;CPX {Ah,(T)J’= 1, --x <r< x’. 
(c) 1 Ah,Js) I < 1, T # 0, all real integers n, and 
(d) Xz= x h,(x)h,(>~)=e “,Z”.rp ‘I, - x. <x, ~9.c ccs. 
Proof: Statement (a) follows immediately from the definition (A.3). For 
part (b), we observe that (h only, * h,,)(~) = - Ah,l -,,* (T) using (A.8). i.e., 
! 
. % 
h ~,,,~,(5-.?~)lz,,(x)d.u= -Ah,l ..“, (5). 
I 
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This implies that - h --m ~ ,( T - X) has the Laguerre dagger coefficients 
dhnp,(r) for each fixed T. Since -h_,,_,(z-x)=h,(x-z) from (A.3) 
one concludes that 
h,b-T)= f {&-m(T)} h,,(-\-I (2.1) 
II= -x 
where equality holds in the L,-sense. Setting m = 0 in (2.1) one then sees 
from the Parseval equation that 
proving (b). Part (c) follows immediately from (b). To prove (d) we first 
note that I,“= _ x 1 &Z,(X) dh,,(.r)l d 1 from (b). One then sees from 
Theorem 1.4(e) and Fubini’s theorem that for any f E L, 
Since f E L, is arbitrary, one must have C;= _ r d/z,(x) dh,,(~l) = 
e -(1!2)l.Y-!I , completing the proof. 1 
It should be noted that (Ah,,(s))" z E l2 although (/Z,(T))? 7. $ I,. We next 
derive an asymptotic expression for Ah,(r). T > 0, as II + CC, and show that 
(&dT))“,$1,. 
THEOREM 2.2. (a ) For each -fi.yed T > 0, one has, as n -+ ‘CC,, 
.sin(*m--:)+O(-$). 
(b) (dh,z(T))" x $1, for atzJ’ real T. 
Proof. From Abramowitz and Stegun [l, 13.3.7. p. 5061, one finds with 
a little algebra that, for n 2 1 and 0 < 5 < 4n - 2, 
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where J,,,(z) is the Bessel function of order /?I and G‘,,,(p) I are determined by 
the generating function y,,( II) = C,: = 0 G,,,( II ) rlrVL given by 
It is easy to see that 
1 
G,(n) = 1, G,(n)= 
3 
--, 
9 1 
G>(n) =- 
- L ;‘,I - 8(n +I - 
( 2.4 ) 
1 11 1 
G,(n)= - 
12J;n;- 16(n - 4)’ 2’ G,(n) = 24(n-4) 
+ o(np’ ‘). 
This then leads, for each r > 0 fixed as n + + X. to 
1 
Jh,,(r)= - ;- 
v’(n-+) [ 
v~rJ,(2,.:.(,l-~)r) 
r 
-y.l,(z\;‘(n -i)r) 
2,jtr - f 
r2 
,-JJZ,~(iZ- 1)r) +o(rzr’~), 
12+ - 4 I 
(2.5) 
since J,,Jz) is bounded for all nonnegative integers ~1 and all positive real z. 
Statement (a) now follows from (2.5) employing the asymptotic expansion 
of J,,,(z) (see, e.g., Olver [ 10, (9.09). p. 1331). Part (b) follows immediately 
from (a). 1 
We now develop the Laguerre sharp transform for any finite signed 
measure /L on R. Let F,,(.u) = [: % p(&) and define 
(2.6) 
From Theorem 2.1, p,:’ are well defined for all real integers II. Indeed one 
has 
I P,:’ I G II P II I for all real integers n (2.7) 
where II p 11, = 1” / I p(d,u ) I. Following the proof of Theorem 1.1, we also 
have 
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If one introduces the Stieltjes transforms 4&s) = j” ~ ePsr dF,(x) and 
$,(z) = j” 3. eizx OF,, one then finds as a counterpart of Theorem 1.4 
8c.z x = I s e-‘“‘dF,,(x) dF,(y). (2.9) ~ x .x 
Consequently, 
IIPIIF’d IIPII: and (PF,“, El?. (2.10) 
If 4J.r) is regular in the strip containing the imaginary axis as well as at 
s = xz with d,(cc ) = 0, the generating function T,:‘(u) = C,;= ~ L p,” un is 
regular in the annulus containing the unit circle and one has 
T;(u)=& ;e . 
( ) 
(2.11) 
For further discussions of the validity of (2.11) in the complex planes, 
including the case where the above conditions are not present, the reader is 
referred to [S, 141. 
We now turn our attention to the uniqueness of the Laguerre sharp 
transform for probability measures. Suppose p(.$ = pzn for all real integers 
n. One wishes to show that F,,,d(.u) = F,,(x) at points of continuity X. Let 
G(X) = FP,A(.lc) -F,,(X). Then s” ~ d/r,(~) tiG(.u) = 0 so that with 
$,JT) = ST Jc e”.’ dG(x), 
The last equation holds by employing (2.8) and (2.9) with the finite signed 
measure pc, where G(x) = jr x ,u~(~x). Hence $,Jz) = 0 and G(x) = 0 a.e. 
The results are summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Every finite signed measure p is mapped into a sequence 
(pf )? ic E I, by (2.6). This Laguerre sharp transform ,u ++ (p,# ): r is a one to 
one mapping and p,:’ satisfy (2.7) through (2.11). 
It should be noted that the Laguerre sharp transform is not an onto 
mapping. An arbitrary sequence in I2 may not correspond to a finite signed 
measure, as can be seen from the example f(x) = (1 +.x)-~/~. Since 
f E L, c L2#, one has (fT)E12 but clearly f 4 L,. 
As an extreme case, we next consider a probability measure having all 
mass at one point. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let pni he u prohahilit~~ tm~aswe \r,ith all t~~ass ut T. Then 
ia 1 G.,, = dh,,( 5) ,/br anj’ real 5. Irl particalur p&,, = 6,,,(, lc~hrrc~ 
ci ,,,” = I [f n = 0 and o,,,,) = 0 othtv7r~i.w. 
(b) dh,,(r, +rz)=~:,:= , dh+,,,(r,). dh,,,(r,)jbr m~'rrdr, undr,. 
Proof. The probability measure /lur has the delta function 6(.u - r) as 
its generalized density and part (a) follows directly from (2.6). Part (b) is 
then immediate from the convolution property of the generalized den- 
sities. 1 
We note that Theorem 2.4 (a) provides an opearational property of the 
Laguerre sharp transform of interest for shifting. Let 11.~ ++ (cc.:,,,) ? T and let 
/ls +-+(p,#,)Y 1. be obtained by shifting /l-r by 5. One then has, for all real 
integers n. 
As we saw in Theorem2.2, (Ah,,(r))? ~ E/? but (dlz,,(~)): $1,. Hence the 
sequence (&r,,(r))‘~ % has a rather long tail. Since numerical calculation 
with (2.12) requires truncation, LI,~,, must be rapidly decreasing for 
operational shifting in (2.12) to be accurate. As we will see in Section 3, the 
Laguerre sharp norm is invariant under shifting and C,:= , pT,f = 
c,;= ~ r Pi?. 
Many limit theorems of interest in probability theory and statistics 
describe the convergence in distribution of a sequence of random variables. 
For some applied studies where the Laguerre transform method is of value, 
measures of distance from a known limit distribution are needed [S, 6, 7, 9, 
141. In iterative procedures a useful measure of the onset of convergence is 
4+, = IIPkt, -p/i )I #. The ratio ti, + ,/d, p rovides additional information 
on the rate of approach to convergence. It should be noted when (f‘,:’ ) $ I,, 
the I, distance is unavailable. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let p, be a sequence of probability measures icith 
corresponding cdf, Fpj(s). Then ,ui converges \~~eak!,~ to p if and only [f 
II P.i - P II # +O asj+ ;x. 
Proof Suppose that p, + p weakly as j -+ x so that Gi(.u) = 
F,,j(s) - F,(s) -+ 0 a.e. as j + ;rc1. With tjG,(z) = s” 3c erzx dG,(x), one has, 
from (2.9) 
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and the right-hand side of (2.13) goes to zero as j + cr,. As a byproduct one 
also has p,E + ,nR as j + cc. Conversely, if /I pi - p I/#’ -+ 0 as j -+ Kc, one 
has from (2.13) that ( tiGi(z)( + 0 a.e. as j+ 1%. Correspondingly, G,(x) -+ 0 
a.e. as j -+ co so that p, -+ p weakly as j + (xl. 1 
We illustrate Theorem 2.5 by a sequence of probability measures pH 
having a pdf 
fe(x) = + {BepH”U(s) + t)e’“U( -.u) ), 8 > 0. (2.14) 
It is clear that pH converges to pDO weakly as 0 + + a. Using (2.11), one 
finds that (cf. [4, 5, 14]), 
2(3- 1 lrrl-1 f&c- 2- c > (20+1)2 2e+t ,n#O; f&=28 20+ 1’ (2.15) 
and 
II .ftl II f’ = $74 II f# I( 2” 2 = Jec4e + 1 )/( 28 + 1 )2. (2.16) 
Both lIfoll$ and IIfel12# are monotone increasing in 0, 8 > 0, and 
/I fe II l+ + m while I/ fH 112# + 1 as 0 -+ + K’. Furthermore fH”, -+ 6,, as 
Q + + a, as expected from Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. The Laguerre 
sharp norm has been used in more elaborate applications where no other 
practial stopping criterion is available, see, e.g., [S, 7, 9, 141. 
Let X be a random variable with probability measure p on (0. cc) with 
cdf FL,(x). When its Stieltjes transform dP(s) = j; e-‘.’ dF,(s) is regular for 
0 < ISI < pI, p has all finite moments E[J?] < x8. k = 0, 1, 2,.... Further- 
more the series 
o< ISI <P, (2.17) 
is absolutely convergent for 0 < 1 s ( < ps. When ps > 4, the Laguerre coef- 
ficient pf can be expressed as a linear combination of E[X”]. Conversely 
when T:(u) has the radius of convergence p, > 1, E[X”] can be expressed 
as a linear combination of pf, as we prove next. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let X be a randonr variable with a probability measure p 
on (0, xl) having the Stieltjes tran$orm q3J.s) = 1; ePsr dF,,(x) and the 
Laguerre sharp transform (pz )6. 
(a) If q5Js) is regular.for 06 IsI <p,, pI >& then 
(2.18) 
~there g,,, = (+ I’, k 3 0, rrnti g,,, = x;= ,(; )( 4)” ‘( ‘,I ; ), k > 0. II >, I The 
series (2.18 ) is uhsolutel~~ conaergen t for all n, II 3 0. 
(b ) Jf TJT (u) = x,:= ,) ,u,T u” has the rdius qf convergence p,, > 1, thrn 
E[X’] = 2’. k! i /I; I.,,~ k 30. (2.19) 
t, = 0 
where rrrx- =x3;=,(;)( - 1).‘2’(“+,‘-‘), n>,O, k>O. The series (2.19) is 
absoluteI>? convergent fi)r all k, k 3 0. 
Proqf: We first prove (a). Let .-i = is: 0 6 s < p, ). where p, > $ by the 
assumption. Let U(S) = (s - $);(J. + f). After a little algebra, one finds that 
(cf. [S, 141) the image of A under U(S) is given by 
14(A)= u: II- 
i 1 
4g! B&-f&}. ( 2.20 I 
The bilinear mapping u(s) = (s - $)/(s + 4) has the unique inverse mapping 
s(u) = f( 1 + u)/( 1 - u) in the extended complex plane. From (2.11 ) one then 
finds that d,(s)= Tf(4.s)). Since Q,,(s) is regular in A, T,:‘(u) is regular in 
~(‘4). Let 
4P:+ 1 4P, b, - 1 
PI, =4+ 1 
=- 
4+ 1 ?p\ + 1’ 
We note that p > $*pl, > 0 so that B= (u: 0 6 I UI <p,,), is nonempty. 
From (2.20) one clearly has Bc u(A) and TLF(u) has the radius of con- 
vergence po. From (2.11) and (2.17) it can be readily seen that for II E B 
L (-l)“E[X’] T;(N= c 
k = 0 k! 
(2.21) 
and the series is absolutely convergent since B c u( A ) 3 s(B) c A. On the 
other hand. the series 
(2.22) 
is absolutely convergent for 1 u 1 < 1, where g,,, are as given in (a). Let 
v~(u) = c:= ,, / gk,, j ( 14 In. Then v~(u) is continuous inside the unit circle and 
\lk( u) + (i)” as I u 1 + 0. Since p r > $ there exists E > 0 sufficiently small such 
that, for k>l and +<y<p,, one has O~IUI<E<~,,~O~\I~(U)<P~. 
Statement (a) now follows from (2.21), (2.22), and the Fubini theorem. 
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To prove (b), let D = {u: 0 < / K ( < p, ), where pU > 1 by the assumption. 
It can be readily seen that, with S(U) = f. (1 + u)/( 1 - u), 
s(D)= (as: s+ d+l 
2(p& 1) 
(2.23) 
Since T:(u) = ~,,(s(u)) from (2.11), regularity of T:(u) in D implies that of 
b,(s) in s(D). Let 
p;+1 pu , p, --I 
Ps =2(P,2- 1)-jg=7=- 
Pu + 1’ 
Onesees that p,>l=>O<p,<4and E=(s:O<IsIcp,) can bedelined. 
From (2.23), one has E c s(D) so that b,(s) is regular in E. We then see 
that 
qSJs)= T;(u(sj)= f p,f n. (2.24 
II = 0 
We note that the series 
(2.25 
is absolutely convergent for 0 -=z 1s I < f, where rnk are given in (b). By 
letting o,(s) = xFCo 2kl rnk 1 (s I k, we find that o,(s) is continuous in E and 
w,,(s) + 1 as 1 s 1 -+ 0. Since pu > 1, there exists E > 0 suffkiently small such 
that, for n3 1 and 1 <p cp,, one has 06/s/ <~-cp, *to,(~)<p”. 
Statement (b) now follows from (2.24), (2.25) and the Fubini theorem, 
completing the proof. 1 
It may be noted that (Sk,) and (v,,) are inverse of each other in the 
following sense. 
x 
c ( - 1 1” 2kr,~k gkrr = 6m,, 
k-0 
(2.26) 
where S,>,, = 1 if nz = n and 6,,r,, = 0 if m # n. 
The results in Theorem 2.6 can be extended to a probability measure on 
the full continuum in a similar manner by considering E[X”,] = 
J$ .yk &‘Jx) and E[Xk_ ] = JCL T .Y’ dF,(x) separately and then by patching 
the results together. The details are omitted here. 
From Theorem 2.6 (b), the first two moments can be simplified to 
E[X]=4 f (-l)“np; (2.27) 
n=O 
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The expressions in (2.27) (2.28 ) are consistent with the previous results for 
functions derived independently in [S. 141. 
3. PROPORTIES OF THE LAGUERRE SHARP NORM 
In this section some interesting properties of the Laguerre sharp norm 
introduced in Section 1 are displayed. In particular some useful inequalities 
are obtained from convolution properties of the Laguerre sharp norm. The 
results in this section are valid for any finite signed measure. The extension 
is straightforward from the results in Section 2 and is omitted here. 
We first show that the Laguerre sharp norm is invariant under shifting 
for/EL, u L,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let .f‘E L, v L, und dqfine g,( .y ) = f( .Y ~ 5 ). Therr 
I/ g, II # = II .f II f .for anj’ reul 5. 
Proof Since $gJz)=F$,(z), one has l$,C.l(-)l = I$,-(:)I. and the 
result follows immediately from Theorem 1.4. 1 
Before discussing convolution properties of the Laguerre sharp norm. it 
should be noted that neither the space L# nor L, is closed under con- 
volution, as can be seen from the following example. Let ,f‘(.u) have e,(z) = 
ePl”/I:IL4. Then 
HencefE L, c LT. To show thatf’ * f$ LF we consider the integral I(E) = 
j: l/(++;‘) ) $/(=)I4 dz. It is quickly seen that I(E) + + a, as E -+O +. 
Then f * f $ L,# and therefore f * .f $ Lz. 
Since f, g E L, *f * g E L, , the space L, is the natural domain of 
interest for studying convolution properties of the Laguerre sharp norm. 
The k-fold convolution off(.r) with itself is denoted by .ffk’(.u). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ,L g E L,. Then II .f’ * g/l “’ d II f”’ 11 f )I g”’ II f, where 
equality holds if and onI?, lf I @r(z) 1 = c 1 ICI,(z) 1 .for some positiw constant c. 
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Proof: From Theorem 1.4 and the Schwarz inequality, one has 
= IlpII2# II s”‘llz”. I 
THEOREM 3.3. Letf~L,. Then {II f (‘I 2” 1.“” is monotone nondecreasing II 
in k, k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and bounded ahow by, II f II,. 
Proof: Let /?(r) be defined by 
B’(r)=+-j;, (++z’)-’ It,bf(z)IJrdz, 1.30. (3.1) 
We note from Theorem 1.4 that 
B(k)= ll.r““‘ll”, k = 1, 2,.... (3.2) 
From (3.1) and the Schwarz inequality, one sees that 
(3.3) 
so that /I(r) is log-convex in r, r 30. Clearly /I(O) = 1 and the slope 
( l/r) log p(r) of the line connecting the origin and (r, log B(r)) is a non- 
decreasing function of r. Hence {p(r) , \ ‘.r is a nondecreasing function of r. It 
is obvious from (3.1 ) that p(r) 6 II .f 11; and (p(r)),’ ‘6 II ,f I/, . The theorem 
now follows from (3.2). 1 
Of particular interest are the functions J‘ E L, with )/ .f 1) , d 1, such as 
probability densities. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let J; g E L, with II f II , d 1 and )I g II , d 1. Then 
(a) (I .ftk’ 1; is monotone nonincreasing in k, k = 1, 2,.... 
(b) II .f* gllf2< Ilfllf II 41”. 
(c) lI.fII~‘~II.f”‘II2” GII.fIlf. 
Proof Since 1$,-(z) I 6 II J’ll, < 1, I $.,-(z) I r is monotone nonincreasing in 
r, r > 0. From (3.1), /I(r) is then monotone nonincreasing and statement (a ) 
follows from (3.2). Statement (b) is immediate from Theorem 3.2 and (a). 
To prove (c), we note from Theorem 3.3 that II~‘2’II#“2b II.rII#, so that 
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We now turn our attention to the behavior of 11 .f’ 11” under scaling. Let 
f’E L, u L, and define 
/;(.+I f’/.V’ - 
1” (.; L ) 1’ > 0. 
One has from Theorem 1.4 that 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
We note that for,f’E L, 
II .L IIS = -L II f’ II 5. (3.6) 
\ “ 
Hence 11 .f,. 115 explodes as L‘ + 0 + 
THEOREM 3.5. Lrr ,f‘ E L, u L, cd d<finr .f;( .u) as in (3.4). Then 
(a) Il.f, IIT + 1 CIS c-0-t. 
(b ) c I/ f, II #’ is nzonotonr increasing in c. c > 0, and 
(c) [f’.f’~ L,, then Il./; IIT -(I!, -I II f’ll! us c+ m;r’. 
Proqf: Statement (a) follows immediately from (3.5). For (b) and (c). 
we note from (3.5) that 
(3.7) 
Hence cl1 f;.llK2 is monotone increasing in c, and if .f’~ L2. 
lim,. _ E c II .f, 11”’ = 4( 1127~) 17: , 1 $,-t iv) 1’ ~hv = 4 11 .f’ I/ 5’, completing the 
proof. 1 
We note that, whenfis a probability density function, Theorem 3.5(a) is 
consistent with Theorem 2.4(a) of Section 2. The following example 
illustrates Theorem 3.5 explicitly. L.et 
.f,(.y) = ( y&p) e r: Zf12. a>o, - ,% <.Y< %. (3.8) 
It can be readily seen that 
(3.9) 
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SO that I/ f, /I ?+ --+ + cx: as (T + 0 + . For the Laguerre sharp norm off,(x), 
we observe that $,Jz) = e ‘@ *’ Hence from Theorem 1.4, one has 
Interchanging the order of integration, this leads to 
where Q(X) is the cdf of N(O.l). It can be readily seen that II .fb II #’ is 
monotone decreasing, but cs (I f II 2"' is monotone increasing in c~, 0 >O. 
Furthermore 11 .f, 11 y’ -+ 1 as 0 -+ 0 + and c I/ J, 11:’ + 2,‘,.% as c -+ + ‘CY?. 
APPENDIX 
For the reader’s convenience the Laguerre transform method is sum- 
marized concisely from the three basic papers [4, 5, 141. The notation 
introduced in this Appendix is employed throughout the main body of the 
paper. 
The Laguerre polynomial L,,(.Y) of degree 11 may be defined by 
Rodrigues’ formula L,,(X) = $ e ‘( d/d.u)"( Ye - ‘) (cf. [ 161). The associated 
Laguerre function I,(X) = e ” “-‘L,,(X) has the generating function [ 1 I], 
I24 < 1. (A.1 1 
The set (I,,(x)); is an orthonormal basis of L1(O, #m). The values of I,(s) 
are generated by their recursion relations [ 111, 
I,,+ I(-V) = -&[(2,~+ 1 -u) l,,(.u)-nl,,- ,(.Y)]. n 3 1 (A.2) 
where I,(s) = eP” 2’.r and I,,(.Y) = 0 for n < 0. The full continuum employs 
an extended set of Laguerre functions {II,(X) ) : I introduced 
simultaneously by the authors and Nunn [S] and Weber [17], where 
h,(x) = I,(x) U(x), n>O 
-I no ,(-.Y)U(-.Y)' n-c0 
(~4.3) 
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and C’(.Y) = I, .v 2 0, and C,‘(.Y) = 0. .Y < 0. The set ) II,, i ’ , is an 
orthonormal basis of L1( ~ X. 1’ 1. For any,/‘E Lz( - X. x ) one has a uni- 
que representation 
The first equality holds, in general, in the L,-sense. When x / jJ / < X. 
pointwise convergence is guaranteed for all real s. .Y # 0. 
The two generating functions which play a key role in the Laguerre 
transform method are defined by 
7y(u)= i j’,:LP; T,“(u)= i: .r;: dl=(l -u) C(U). (A.5) 
,I- , ,I- 7 
We note that 
.t’: = .t‘: - .f: , = j ’ f (Y) Jh,,(.Y) ti.x-; Ih,,(r)=h,,(s)-h,, (s). (A.61 . I 
The Laguerre sharp transform (A.6) has for its inverse transform (A.4) with 
(A.71 
This inversion (A.4) is unique ifjjs) is continuous. The bilateral Laplace 
transforms i,,(s) = 1’ ,~ c “h,,(s) cf,x are given (see [5, 141) by 
- ‘cc < I1 < ,YI ) -!<Re(s)<&. (‘4.8) 
The validity of this harmless-looking equation for all real integers II enables 
one to relate the bilateral Laplace transform d,(s) = jX % e -“f(~) ds of 
.f(x) to the sharp generating function T?(u) through the simple equation 
(A.9) 
The relation (A.9) is the key formula which bridges continuum operations 
and lattice operations. For a two-sided convolution (.f’* g)(.u) = 
1: r fc-~- I’) g(.r) dy, for example, one has ~,*Js) = dl-(s). d,(s) so that 
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or equivalently 
cr*s),“= f f?,:‘-,g:. (A.ll) 
nz = x 
The Laguerre sharp transform maps functions j(s), g(s) into sequences 
(f,:‘). (gt ). and their continuum convolution (,f * g)(s) is mapped into a 
lattice convolution via (A.1 1). The representation (A.4) with (A.1 ), (A.6), 
and (A.7) then enables one to invert the resulting sharp transform back 
into the continuum. Alternately, it may be shown that inversion of the 
Laguerre sharp transform is given by 
(A.12) 
when n.f’fi is summable. Sufficient conditions for such summability are 
given in [4, 51. As shown in [4, 5, 141, the Laguerre sharp coefficients for 
a broad family of functions of interest in applied probability and statistics 
are available either analytically or via simple numerical procedures. The 
other important continuum operations mentioned in the beginning of 
Section 0 are all mapped conveniently into lattice operations in a similar 
manner. 
The power, speed, and accuracy of the Laguerre transform method has 
been demonstrated and documented in the context of numerous 
applications [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, IS]. 
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